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Advocates
aid students
in hearings
By MARK DAVISON
Many James Madison
University students accused
of honor violations could
benefit from the Student
Advocate Corps, but are
unaware the organization
exists, according to Bill
Linka, advocate coordinator.
The corps is "analogous
with a defense attorney" in
Honor Council hearings,
Linka said.
Students
accused
of
academic
or
life-style
violations are allowed one
"adviser" during trials, Linka
said. Advisers can be anyone
from the JMU student community who is in "good"
academic standing, he said.
The advocate corps is made
up of seven students who "are
familiar with hearing policy
and procedure," Linka said.
"Student^ who take advantage of the Student Advocate Corps have a better
prepared case," he said.
The corps is utilized in
"less than one-fourth of the
Honor Council and life-style
violation hearings," Linka
said, adding, "I don't think
(Continued on Page 12)

Journalist discusses
press freedom, ethics

DR. JOHN MERRILL. University of Missouri professor, lectures
on theories and ethics of journalism Wednesday, as part of the
visiting scholars program.
Photo by M,rk Thompjon

SGA delays appointments
By TOM DULAN
The appointments of five
student senators to the James
Madison University Council
by the Student Government
Association Executive Council
have been delayed until
conflicting membership
guidelines in the student and
faculty
handbooks
are
resolved, according to SGA
President Mike DeWitt.
The faculty handbook lists
as members of the University
Council the SGA president and
second vice president, the
Honor Council president and
the Campus Program Board
chairman as
the undergraduate student
representatives.

'conflicting
guidelines*
The SGA Executive Council
wants the five student
senators added in accordance
to the student handbook,
according to DeWitt. Though
the student handbook includes
the senators, it does not include the SGA second vice
president, Honor Council
president or CPB chairman.
DeWitt and SGA second
vice president Doug Wessen
will meet with JMU President
Ronald Carrier next week in
an effort to resolve the
discrepancies, DeWitt said.
Also at Tuesday's SGA
meeting, Dr. John Mundy,
director of administrative
affairs, addressed the senate
concerning JMU's position
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under the
guidelines for
minorities set by the
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare for
Virginia's institutions for
higher learning.
"JMU has no quota system,
but the admissions office does
everything it can to attract
black students," Mundy said.
Under some terms of the
guidelines, JMU exceeds
minimum standards,
however, the university is not
able to comply with all
"aspects
of
the
set
guidelines," he said.
Virginia is.one of 10 states
accused in 1968 by HEW of
"maintaining a dual system"
in higher education.
In his report to the senate,
Wessen announced that
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University's student
government lost a lower court
decision in its suit to have the
school's bookstore make its
records available for public
inspection.
VPI & SU's student
government claims that, as a
business operated by a statefunded
institution,
the
bookstore should be required
to open its files, Wessen said.
The administration, however,
maintains that bookstore
records are part of the institution's.records and should
be classified under the
president's files < he said.
Mike Anestos, former SGA
president at JMU, reportedly
was refused access to the
bookstore's records last year,
Wessen said. VPI's student
government intends to take

the case to the state supreme
court, he added.
In other action, the SGA
constitution was ratified and
the senate unanimously endorsed a proposal calling for
(Continued on Page 7)

By THERESA BEALE
The press may not believe in the people's right to know because
too many times they themselves withhold information from the
people, according to a University of Missouri journalism
professor.
Dr. John Merrill, who has worked as a reporter, columnist
correspondent and editor for numerous newspapers, spoke on
Some Thoughts on Journalistic Ethics" to James Madison
University students Wednesday as part of the Visiting Scholars
program.
Freedom of the press, a way of /'telling government to keep its
hands off,
provides newspapers with "editorial selfdetermination," Merrill said. The people's right to know contradicts freedom of the press since the First Amendment gives
the press the pnviledge "to publish or not to publish," he said A
compromise between the two theories should be made, according
to Merrill, granting people the right "to by to know."
Extensive use of "secret sources" by today's press has caused
a widening of the credibility gap," Merrill said. Sources serve as
the only means for the reader to check on the validity of a
statement in a story, he said. If the source is unidentified "for all
we know, the reporter made the facts up," he said. A reporter who
feels an obligation to the reader rather than the source will be
reluctant to keep sources secret, Merrill said
The basis for all writing and editing should be ethics, Merrill
said Journalists should try to develop a personal ethical code so
there will be some predictability or continuity in their actions, he
said. Merrill said the journalist "does not have to follow orders "
He should face up to his own ethical decision-making, even if he
risks losing his job, Merrill said. Editors will usually respect a
journalist's ethical principles, he said.
"A journalist should never use a technique in getting a story
that he is not willing to publish as part of the story," Merrill said.
"If you are conscious of not wanting it known that you used
unethical actions, then you will think more about using them "
Merrill cited two schools of thought governing journalistic
ethics: duty ethics and consequence ethics. Some journalists act
outof a sense of duty to certain maxims of journalistic principles
he said, setting up for themselves a set of rules to guide their
editorial decisions. Ethics of consequence, however, involve
acting in a way that will bring about the best consequences Most
journalists "take each situation and project its consequences,"
Merrill said, adding that consequence ethics often take
precedence over a sense of duty to publish the truth.
Merrill suggested a compromise between the two, possibly a
"cop-out, but a rational and sincere cop-out," part of his belief in
the basic principles of journalism.
(Continued on Page 7)

VIRGINIA HOUSE OF DELEGATES candidate Rita Lancaster looks on as Roger
Ritchie (left), a democratic official from
i

Harrisonburg,
greets
8th
District
Congressman Herbert Harris at the opening of
the local Howell for Governor headquarters.
,
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Howell counting
on the suckers
By BILL BORGES
If Henry Howell has a
favorite quote, then it's bound
to be P. T. Bamum's quip that
"there's a sucker born every
minute."
Howell's quest for the
governship of Virginia hinges
in large part upon how many
suckers were born at least 18
years ago, and know how to
pull the lever in a voting
booth.

public interest" by supporting
a minor banking bill and an
insurance measure. The
charge, of course, proved
groundless, but it now turns
out that if anyone has been
guilty of past conflict of interest, then it is the esteemed
Henry Howell.
It seems that Howell was
the sponsor of 17 labor union
measures in the General
Assembly while at the same
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Editorial &
opinion

If Henry Howell is nothing
else, and it is doubtful that he
is anything else, he is a born
exploiter of voter ignorance
and a quick-footed snifter on
campaign issues. Among
Howell's most recent shots
from the hip are:
Aug. 20, Howell, with no
supporting evidence, charged
John Dalton with "feathering
his nest at the expense of the

time being on the monthly
payroll of several unions
through his law firm.
Hmmm.. .Just who's doing
the nest-feathering here,
Henry?
At a fund raiser for Howell
in August, guest speaker
Walter Mondale said that
"nothing interests President
Carter more than the election
(Continued on Page 3)

Commonwealth Commentary:

Bonds more important than governorship
By DWAYNE YANCEY
Rarely does a gubernatorial campaign attain the
fierceness of the present race between Henry Howell
and John Dalton and rarely does an election offer
such a clear choice between the divergent platforms,
attitudes, and personalities.
Although both sides view the campaign as a sort of
political "war to end all wars," its importance pales
in comparison to another choice which Virginia
voters will make November 8- yes or no on the $125
million bond issue.
The question of the bond issue and its long term
effects on Virginia far overshadow the temporal
effects of who becomes the next governor.
Virginia can probably survive four years of either
Henry Howell or John Dalton and still emerge
relatively intact.
Contrary to the positions expounded by both
candidates, the Old Dominion will not be gravely and
irreparably harmed either way the governor's race is
decided.
The same cannot be said of the bond issue,
however.

Despite the low profile with which the bond
campaign has been conducted, it is probably one of
the major issues which Virginia will face in many
years.
Without the bond issue, Virginia must choose
between two equally undesirable courses: do without
badly needed and long delayed facilities or raise
taxes in order to raise the revenue necessary for the
construction.
If the bond issue is rejected, the state will "suffer a
grievous wound" from which it "would not recover
for a long time," says Governor Mills Godwin, hardly
a proponent of liberal spending and chief backer of
the proposed bond issue.
There are five separate bond issues which will be
on the ballot: $86.5 million for educational institutions, $21.5 million for correctional facilities, $8
million for port facilities, $5 million for park and
recreational facilities, and $4 million for mental
health facilities.
These do not represent the expansion of state
government or construction merely to meet
projections for future needs. Rather they will do no
more than meet demands which the state faces now.
Some of the building projects in the bond issue
were authorized by tjipf General A^sem.b^seve.n

years ago but have been delayed because there has
been no way to finance construction.
The imperative nature of the facilities provided for
in the bond issue make it not a question of whether to
build these items but by which means construction
shall be financed-by the issuance of bonds or by a
tax increase.
The desire to avoid a tax increase is obvious.
Bonds provide a sound alternative for several
reasons.
The rate of inflation in the construction industry
has been nearly double the interest the state
(Virginia has a Triple A credit rating) will pay on the
bonds. Interest on the bonds will be paid from normal
sources of revenue.
Thus, over the course of time, bonds actually
represent a savings to the state and to the taxpayer.
The lion's share of the bond proceeds would go
toward building projects at state-supported colleges
and universities.
Most state-supported schools are suffering from
overcrowding. A report by the State Council of
Higher Education for Virginia has shown that James
Madison University is utilizing its academic space at
123per cent of its capacity, a figure exceeded by only
one other Virginia school (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University).
The bond issue includes $3.2 million for a new
School of Education building at JMU, a facility which
President Ronald Carrier has called "absolutely
necessary for the continued success of the university."
The state council estimates that, within the next
decade, enrollment at Virginia colleges and
universities will increase 28 per cent, and 43 per cent
at community colleges, thus complicating already
crowded conditions.
Virginia's correctional system, also provided for
in the bond issue, is also overcrowded. Some 1,200
felons are being held in local jails because the state
system has no room for them. In some areas, house
trailers are even serving as prison quarters.
While it may seem a project benefiting only the
Tidewater area, the bonds for improvement of ports
at Hampton Roads are actually important for the
entire state.
Through these ports, second only to New
York
on the east coast, flows coal from Southwest Virginia,
tobacco from Southside, poultry products from the
Valley and other products from throughout the state.
Overcrowding also afflicts the state park system.
Many parks suffer from worn-out facilities or none at
all.
The part of the bond issue providing for the construction of mental health and mental retardation
facilities includes several projects which will be
located in the Valley: a regional training center in
Harrisonburg and improvements at Western State
Hospital in Staunton.
The low key of this year's bond referendum is
almost unbelievable in light of Virginia history. For
years, including the not-so-distant past, bonds and
L,*ta,tofinancing wejre'.raatteKs.whwh esciled

political struggles.
Virginia emerged from Reconstruction with a
staggering bonded debt ($41.1 million at the close of
the Civil War) accrued before the War which grew
larger with the interest which went unpaid for over a
dozen years.
The state sagged under the heavy burden of this
debt plus the operational costs of state government.
For many years the state diverted money from public
schools to pay part of the debt and in 1877 some
schools were even closed because of lack of funds
A movement grew to "readjust" the state debt
downward to force the bondholders to share in the
general destruction and impoverishment of the war.
Opposing the readjustee were the "hinders,"
mostly Virginia's traditional leaders to whom honor
was a sacred word-Virginia's honor must not be
besmirched. She would pay her debts regardless of
the hardships of war.
(Continued on Pa"g*~3T
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\ Readers* forum ) behavior rude'
Qualifications are critical
T» IIM editor:

I would like to comment on
last week's Commonwealth
Commentary concerning this
year's state
elections.
Spn ifically, I would like to
clarify the backgrounds of the
candidates for lieutenant
go\ ernor--Joe Canada and
Chuck Kobb.
I ho critical mistake of the
commentary lies in the
neglect, or covering up of the
facts which are most imp
piiriant to the voter.
The qualifications, past
experience, and knowledge of
slate government are more
important than-if not just as
important as-issues such as
the right-to-work laws, the
Ki|iial Rights Amendment and
the Panama Canal. Yet in the
commentary they seemed to
be buried amidst the chuckles
of Chuck Robb being a carpetbagger.

loe Canada has served
eight years in the House of
Di-legates and Senate of the
General Assembly. His opponent has never been in
either branch of our General
Assembly or any other state's
legislative branch in which he
lived before moving to
Virginia
Two of the most important
duties of the lieutenant
governor are to assume the
office of governor when
vacated, and to preside over
the state senate. How can a
man
who
works
in
Washington, D.C., who just
recently moved to Virginia,
and who has never been in any
elected office be expected to
assume the role of governor or
to preside over half of the
General Assembly?
The answer is Chuck Robb
cannot be expected to, and
that Virginia needs a

lieutenant governor who
knows the state and . its
government.
I have mentioned a few of
the important facts about the
backgrounds of the candidates, and I would like to
discuss their stand (or lack of
stand) on the issues.
However,
a
more
meaningful way of learning
about the candidates would
be to meet them, and ask them
about the issues.
Campus Republicans and
Young
Americans
for
r reedom have scheduled Joe
Canada to speak Oct. 27 at
5:30 p.m. in Room D of the
Warren Campus Center.
Everyone is invited.
Jeff Bolander
Campus Coordinator
Youth For Canada

To the editor:
I was almost ashamed to
admit I was a James Madison
University student Oct. 7. I
say "almost" because I do
know that some people were
at the Wright Brothers concert for the right reasons.
It is a shame that people
expect to be totally entertained and lose sight of the
other factors involved.
People forgot that the
musicians on stage are human
and not just puppets for their
enjoyment.
When Tom
Wright would begin to speak
to the audience, there was
always a low lull of conversation and he was continually interrupted
This is rude and immature
and I do not think JMU
students realize this. The
Wright Brothers are a
talented group and their
music has more substance
and soul than much of the
music of today.

They were here to entertain
but also to play. They wanted
us to hear their music. Part of
showing our appreciation is
respect for the musicians and
their songs. When they speak
we should listen.
I find it hard to understand
why some obnoxious people
had to interrupt the beautiful
and more quiet songs by the
group. The singers were
trying to express a feeling
while the audience clamored
for something louder and
faster.
The Wright Brothers were
bothered.
One could not
blame them.
The concert ended well
after the Wright, Brothers
played only faster-paced
material.
I hope that JMU students
grow up enough to appreciate
good music, whether it appeals to their primary senses
or not.
Lynn McBride

Howell an exploiter
(Continued from Page 2)
of Henry HoweU."
If such is truly the case,
then there must be no national
energy problem, inflation and
unemployment must have
already been solved, Russia
and China must have
eliminated each other, the
Arabs and Israelis are now
bosom buddies in the Middle
East, the Catholics and
Protestants must have kissed
and made up, the world's food
crisis must have been
eliminated by a surplus of
Russian wheat, nuclear
weapons must have been
eliminated worldwide and
Amy must not need braces
after all.
At an appearance in
Hampton recently, Howell
exclaimed to his audience,
"I'm enthusiastic. I get
carried away. . .I'm like
Hubert Humphrey. I'm so full
of joy."
A more enlightened person
might suggest that Howell is
full of something all right, and
it is not joy.
After a long history of
strong support for repeal of
the right-to-work law in
Virginia. Howell said at a

Labor Day gathering, "I'm
not asking for repeal and no
senator or delegate will put in
such a bill, so there will be no
repeal."
In his vague phrasing,
Howell never says whether he
would sign such a bill into law
if it did pass the General
Assembly, but given his past
inclinations on the subject, it
would not be hard to guess
what he would do.
He would either sign it, or
at the very least put his
signature on the bill.
Under attack recently by
several Virginia newspapers
for his habit of howling unsubstantiated rumors about
Dalton, Howell, in a humorous
attempt at an historical
analogy, said: "I'm like
Harry Truman. They say I'm
giving them hell when all I'm
doing is giving them the
facts."
Sure, Henry, sure. Now tell
us the one about you and
Edmund Hillary climbing Mt.
Everest.
Or the one about you and
Charles Lindbergh being
equal as heroes.
Or the one about you and
Teddy Roosevelt...

Bonds are a major issue*
(Continued from Page 2)
Most of the aristocracy, the
land-holders who bad supported the war, became
hinders as a matter of principle. Out of this group grew
the Democratic party and its
conservative machine while
the Readjuster Party evolved
into the Republican party.
The debt was eventually
readjusted when the Read
justers took office but was
scaled upwards when the

'pay as you go
a watchword'

r"

The Breeze welcomes
responses
to editorials and guestspots

Democrats came to power.
Virginia's next flirtation
with bonds came in 1923 when
a $50 million bond issue was
proposed to transform
Virginia's mudpaths, one of
the worst road systems in the
country, into paved highways
to encourage industry
A state senator from
Winchester, Harry Flood
Byrd by name, raised a
vehement objection.
To Virginians of his age,
particularly in rural areas,
the stories of the post-war
debt were nightmares. A

reoccurrence of such an event
would be avoided by simply
not going in debt or borrowing
at all.
"Pay as you go" became
Byrd's watchword as he led
the campaign against the
bonds.
It was one of the more
amazing feats of Byrd's long
career as he rained rural
areas, where roads were
generally non-existent, to vote
no to the road bonds.
The
farmer's
only
association with debt was
usually negative, . farm
mortgages for example, and
consequently be shuddered at
the mere suggestion of the
state "coing in debt."
Predominantly rural
Virginia defeated the bond
issue. It propelled Byrd into
the state spotlight and two
years later he was in the
governor's mansion. "Pay as
you go" practically replaced
"sic semper tyrannis" as the
state motto until 1966
Many candidates who even
so much as hinted that the
policy would be tampered
with went down to glorious
defeat in the meantime.
In 1966, however, Governor
Mills Godwin, a product of the
Byrd Machine, broke from
tradition and shepherded an
$81 million bond issue through
the General Assembly. It
went on to be overwhelmingly
approved by the voters in a

referendum.
This year, as an alternative
to a tax increase to meet
Virginia's needs, Godwin
voiced his approval oL.a $125
million bond issue, Wter the
assembly whittled it down
from a proposed $350 million.
Contrary to past years,
when bond issues provided
bloody political battles, this
year's campaign has been
relatively quiet.
Both HoweU and Dalton

'Godwin broke
from tradition'
nave announced their support
of it and no major group has
formed in opposition to the
bonds.
On the eve of the 1923 bond
referendum, the Richmond
News-Leader urged
Virginians in a front-page
editorial: "It is the duty of
every citizen who cares for the
future welfare of the state of
Virginia ..tocast a vote for the
bond issue..."
The same holds true today .
Virginians who have the
interests of the state at heart
should vote "yes" on
November 8. Not once, but
five times.
■'■■•■
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Album review:

'Kinks' still producing
original commentary

'

By STEVEN SNVDER
The English invasion of
American music in the early
1960s not only introduced an
incredible amount of new
talent to American audiences,
but completely re-shaped the
structure of music as we in the
United States knew it.
With the disappearance of
the Beatles, the Animals, the
Dave Clark 5, the Searchers,
Gerry and the Pacemakers,
and the Merseybeats, and the
embarrassing decline of the
Rolling Stones (whose roots
are American rhythm 'n'
blues, anyway), only the
Kinks remain as representative of that era
In 1977, the Kinks continue
to produce refreshing original
rock commentary through the
eyes of their genius-at-Targe,
Ray Davies.
When the Kinks first appeared
on
American
television in early 1965, they
played straight-forward
English rock 'n' roll, heavy on
beat, and lyrically primitive.
Though the music changed
only subtly through the years,
the lyrics emerged as some of
the most conscientious
commentaries ever set to
music.
While the Beatles were
producing
strawberrycolored, psychedelic fantasies, requiring a tape
recorder running Dackwards
to be understood, the Kinks
spoke of rural life in an
irreverant, often tongue-incheek tone, that bridged the
gap between musician and
audience by providing the
listener with an easily
recognizable
frame
of
reference.
Although the Kinks have
always been known for some
of the best and worst live
performances ever, their
albums have been consistent
examples of well-produced
thematic unity, unequaled
perspicaciously by any other
group
Their latest endeavor,
"Sleepwalker," offers nine
refreshing exposes,
on
everything from werewolves
to the well-known star who
makes it to the top by stepping
on everyone. The title cut also
gives the group its first AM
radio hit since "Lola," their
1971 tale of a friendly transvestite.
The overall feel of the
album is relaxed and informal, as if it were recorded
in a small club in front of a
group of friends.
John Gosling's lush piano
and organ chordings supply
rmr*

\
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an ever-changing scenario forthe exceptional rock 'n' rollstyle guitar of Dave Davies.
Mick Avory on drums and
.John Dalton on bass are both
steady, if unspectacular,
musicians.
But, as in all
Kinks albums, it is writer,
producer and lead vocalist
Ray Davies who dominates
the proceedings
As versatile an actor as he
is musician and writer,
Davies moves effortlessly
through a variety of roles and
manuscripts, constantly
revealing the perception
necessary to make each
performance a success.
The vicious commentary,
"Mr Big Man," leaves no
doubt as to Davies' feelings
toward the protagonist who
has "schemed and connived,
pushed and lied" to gain
success. The influence of Lou
Reed is heard in Davies'
gravelly, fingerpointing
delivery.
"Sleepless Night" finds
Davies mourning an ex-lover
who has the tenacity to turn up
with another gentleman in the
hotel room next to his. The
spooky organ gives the piece a
general feeling of late-night,
washed-out loneliness, and
there is no mistaking the
melancholy confusion of the
song's last line, "It just ain't
right."
"Life on the Road" takes
the opposite viewpoint of the
hundreds of songs that deal
with a lonely musician hating
the life that constantly takes
him away from his family.
This song is rock 'n' roll, full
of fun, and while Davies is
willing to comment on both
the positive and negative
aspects of road life, he
eventually concludes that it is
his way of life, so why worry
about it?
This oh-well-what-can-youdo type of realism is further
explored in the album's finale/
"Life Goes On."
"Stormy Sky" features
some delicate guitar-electric
piano interweaving, while the
electric bass and high-hat
superbly re-create the atmospheric feel of an ensuing
storm It is almost impossible
not to feel the electricity in the
air.
"Full Moon" is Kinks
humor at its best, as Davies
portrays a werewolf whose
business-like description of
his condition is hilarious:

Don't be afraid of me when
I'm walking in my sleep.
Don't get alarmed dear
when I start to prowl and
creep
Try not to listen when I
mumble like a loon
It's just another full moon
The title cut should be
familiar to most by now, with
its hard rock beat and Daryl
Hall and John Oates-like
harmony vocals. The flippant
tone of Davies' delivery calls
to mind the early Rolling
Stones, especially "Get Off
My Cloud."
Particularly effective is the
final verse, with each line
shifting back and forth between speakers, resembling a
voice that pops up unexpectedly out of the darkness.
The Kinks have been
making exceptional music
together for about 15 years. If
"Sleepwalker" is any indication, the next 15 may be
even better.

IT MAY NOT BE SNOWING VET, but that doesn't stop some
people. Flash Gordon (really!) was grass skiing last Sunday on
-the hill outside the Wine-Price Building.
Phat0 by Dave onand

Old desk gives newspaper scoop
(CPS)-The editors at the
Stanford Daily, Stanford
University's student paper,
walked right into a scoop and
all it took was a used desk
purchased from the university.
Two weeks ago, the
Stanford Daily bought a used
desk which had formerly been
used by the foreign studies

program One drawer still
held some confidential
documents ,

England. France. Germany
and Austria
The material referred to
students' medical and sexual
situations, drug habits, and
other matters protected by
both university rules and
federal statutes regarding
confidentiality
"It's as though the Nixon
White House had delivered its
own secret files to the
Washington Post.
said
Standford Daily editor Jacob
Young
The embarrassed director
of the overseas studies
program said. "I really can't
say how it happened."
Editor Young is waiting to
hear from the newspaper's
lawyer about what to do with
the secret papers now.
But the beans have been
spilled and the first fall issue
contained the story headlined
"University Mishandles
Overseas Records."

The records were 500 pages
of confidential correspon
dence exchanged between
1962 and 1972 by Stanford's
overseas studies headquarters and directors of its
special studies campuses in

Forensics team competes
in novice tournament
The individual events team
of the James Madison
University forensics team
competed in the Raider
Novice Tournament
at
Shippensburg State College
last weekend, with five of the
seven JMU students participating receiving awards
Kevin Miller received a
third place award in Impromptu Speaking; Marilou
Moore a Superior Performance in Poetry Reading;
Nabil Znaid, a Certificate of
Excellence in Impromptu
Speaking; Judy Stowe, a
Certificate of Excellence in
Persuasive Speaking; and
Kevin Miller and Theresa

LUIGI'S PIZZERIA 1

Harris received a Certificate
of Excellence in Dramatic
Duo
• The novice tournament was
the first of this semester for
the individual events team.
All of the students in this
tournament
were
participating in their first intercollegiate individual events
tournament.
HOURS

9 A. M. TO 6 P. M.

MAJOR BRANDS • C. B. RADIOS • C. B. ANTFNNAI
1427 S. MAIN STREET
HARRISONBURG. VA. 22801

msuu
VINCENT W. RAINES; OWNER
FARMER)

DONALD BIANCO. »LF<
(HOBBY

HO«SI1

mam/^mmm^tm w^fr——>■>%*—*

GRAND UNION

AHTIPASTO
New Dish
Italian Steak ftSaasaoe Subs
HEARTH BAKED ABC On

o

VALLEY C. B. SALES

(DIRT

Homemade Italian Style Pizza

703/434-2129

.

00*40*»*»«*4*4*******«***»»*»*************************

Budweiser l2oz. (>ph.
1.59
| Oscar Meyer Meat or
I Beef Bologna 8 oz. ph.
.W
I Red or Golden Delicious Apples
1
3lbs. 1.00
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Heracles': Players ready, but is audience?
By DWAYNE VANCEY
To begin this exposition let it be said that the
.James Madison University Theatre's production of
"Heracles" does not leave the audience with the
simple joy of pure entertainment or the energetic
thrill of a catharsis.
No, "Heracles" takes us beyond the borders of
mere entertainment into a realm where plays cannot
be watched-they must be experienced.
Perhaps because so much action is compacted into
so short a period of time (running time: about one
hour), the audience cannot absorb all the events as
they occur on stage Rather, one is carried along
swiftly from scene to scene and the full impact of
"Heracles" sinks in slowly.
It is the type of play which leaves the audience
sitting in their seats for a few moments after the
lights come on, slightly bewildered and amazed, with
the realization that they have just seen a stunning
performance but still trying to comprehend it all.
Written by Euripides about 423 B.C., "Heracles,"
under the direction of Dr. Thomas King, opened
Tuesday for a six-night run in Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre.
As the premier performance of the new JMU
Theatre season, it is a tower of skill and ingenuity, to
the point that it may be a little too ingenious for the
average audience.
Euripides includes so many events in "Heracles"

that instead ot building up the tension and releasing it
with a climactic knockout punch, the entire show
builds on this energy and uses a rapid series of blows
throughout the performance to achieve the desired
effect.
The focal point of "Heracles" is the misery of
human life and man's relationship to the gods
We see, at various times, man looking upon the
gods as benevolent beings who protect and deliver

Theatre review
men from evil, as indifferent and uncaring spirits,
and even as malicious, spiteful forces bent on
revenge and racked with the same sins which afflict
mortals.
As if man's lot were not pitiful enough, he must
also do battle with powerful and evil gods.
"Heracles" also pictures human emotions in a
wide range: from the long-awaited return of the
hero, husband and father, to a man at war with
himself and drowning in his own grief.
There is never a weak moment in "Heracles." It is
strong and forceful throughout, almost overpowering
and capturing the audience with its gravity.

Richard Travis as Heracles and Karen Marcus as
the Chorus Leader stand out as the two most powerful
figures in a cast which has few weak members.
Travis is able to portray Heracles as a man in
whom rage, agony, pain, grief and love are
manifested and multiplied to almost unbearable
degrees.
Heracles, long feared lost in Hades, returns home
after performing his twelve labors to find his enemy
Lycus (Curtis Hanseni having usurped the throne
and preparing to slay Heracles' family
Heracles kills the tyrant and then, in a fit of
madness, also kills his wife (Dottie Kassem) and
children (Michael Arthur, Benjamin King, Stephen
King).
Coming to his senses. Heracles considers suicide
until he is persuaded against it by his friend-Theseus
(Stephen Clark).
Travis presents Heracles as a great figure who is
captured by madness and flung about carelessly He
expresses his character in a convincing manner
exposing all the intricate relationships of his personality.
We see a great man suffer-a hero who has performed super-human deeds returns home only to
afflict himself. Travis takes the demanding role of
Heracles from a demigod to a wreckage of his for(CdiHinued on Page 8)

§ide§lhcw
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'Only for ambulance chasers9

BOB SHAVER AND DOTTIE KASSEMarc featured in JMU's
'Heracles', a play which 'must be experienced.' The play will
continue through Saturday at the Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre.
Photo by Dave Garland

B\ BILL BOROES
Hollywood, it would seem.
has recently become obsessed
with making philosophical
and heartwrenching WWII
mo\yes^,W|!h films such as
' V. jkid^e- t'oo
Far."
• MacArThur'' and "The
KaHle has Landed" on the
scene, who would begrudge
one more director attempting
to join the ranks
Unfortunately, "Cross df Iron" is
one of the worst of its type in a
long, long time.
Sam Peckinpah I "The Wild
Hunch" and "Straw Dogs")
has become the specialist of
Mooch violence, and at one
time was quite good at it.
"Cross of iron." which might
IK> described as the antithesis
of Kubrick's "Paths of
Glory." is an ugly and offensive piece of work; the
work of a man whose talents
have burned out or simply
Ix-cn spoiled by money and
success
The one redeeming feature
of the film is the supeTb cast
which, with all its strength..

still fails to properly support
this
fledgling
film.
Maximilian Schell. James
Coburn, David Warner and
James Mason are all outstanding actors, but so badly
directed that they can do
nothing with their material
except suffer through it like
the audience.
The story, based on a
famous novel by Will)
Heinrich. is about the retreat
of a German infantry battalion in the Russian campaign circa l94:i. when the
Germans were evacuating the
Eastern Front and already
smelling the ashes of their
own defeat
The main plot that limps
through the film involves the
hankering of an aristocratic
Prussian captain for the
illustrious Iron Cross.
Stransky. the Prussian
Captain, is brilliantly portrayed by Maximilian Schell.
who on arrival -to the front
comes into conflict with a
vetran NCO. Corporal Steiner
ijames Coburn). Steiner. a

hardcore, ollicer - hating
cynic, entertains no illusions
of glory and grandeur. He has
no desire to watch Stransky
get everyone i including
Steinen killed in the
process
Meanwhile, back
at German headquarters sits
Steiner's fairy godmotherColonel Bra'ndt (James
Mason) Hopefully one dayMason will discard his British
accent while playing an officer in . the Whermact.
Remember when he portrayed Rommel in another
movie and sounded like an
Oxford professor?
Colonel Brandt watches out
for Steiner find often shows a
genuine interest for the men in
his battalion Unfortunately
the battalion casualty rate is
phenomenal.
,
The German retreat is used
as a means of exhibiting
Peckinpah's taste for mindless, obscene violence-bloody deaths, rape, torture,
amputation and filth-without
once getting to the rear terror
(Continued on Page 10)

Graeme Edge album includes many styles
By STEVEN SNYDER
Since the 1975 break-up of
the Moody Blues, England's
long-reigning champions of
orchestral rock, several
members of the group have
released solo efforts with
varying degrees of success.
The major criticism of
these efforts has been their
similarity to the records of
the group.

Adrian Gurvitz, keyboardsguitar-lead vocal and coauthor (with Edge) of all the
tunes, is a relative newcomer
to the music scene, but this
album should bring him the
recognition he obviously
deserves.
Instrumentally he moves
from one style of music to
another with apparent ease,
his multi-keyboard arsenal
iate

Adrian is obviously the star
here. The album could stand
on his performance alone.
The choice of the title cut
could not have been hard.
"Paradise Ballroom" is
English hard-rock at its best.
The jazzy vocal and nononsense
horn
section
practically leap out of the
speakers at you. The transistional section of the song is
grandiose and exaggerated,
eating

1

chilling

Springsteen's "jungleland."
According the the sticker
on the L P cover, "This album
contains the hit single,
'Everybody Needs Somebody
to Love." Where this song
was a hit I have yet to
discover. It may be the least
heard hit single of all time.
It utilizes a few cut gimmicks geared to AM radio,
such as * roice^ox sokfr

electriF blano fills around
Gurvitz s pleading vocal,
creaking another Englishflavored rock masterpiece
that contains the album's best
lyrics.
"Caroline'" explores the
same realm of consciousness
covered
in Bob Seger's
"Mainstreef and Bruce

song, however, 'JwHWHWif"""*
detailed picture of a rigidlystructured chamber music
recital, with thick chords and
a very formal tone.
Guest performers on the
album include Rebop Kwaku
Baah on congas, B.J. Cole on
pedal steel guitar, and the
Memphis Horns.

Each listener will have his
preferences.
"All is Fair " is a soulful
tune, built around Gurvitz's
crazed, frantic vocals and
powerful (and very familiar)
horn charts.
"Down Down Down" is
country-blues with just a
touch of English countryside
evident in the piano.
"Human,"
ballad, u

a

ilinj

Teaming with brothers
Adrian and Paul Gurvitz,
Edge presents a musical
collage encompassing many
styles of English and
American
music It's all
there: rock, jazz, soul,
country and western, and
even some Moody Bluesesque
symphonies.

the mashed potato-mouth
diction of Stevie Winwood.
The vocals are effectively
used to propel the rest of the
music, unfettered by some
very ordinary "love" lyrics.
Brother Paul, on bass,
chips in some back-up vocals
and Edge handles the percussion professionally, but

oo
Adri»G
y clavinet,
on top of
seems built more on the
spaces between notes than the
notes themselves. Although
the song drags on a bit too
long, it ranks with any Moody
Blues classic.
The remainder of the
album is a myriad of musical
styles and corroborations.

WOT
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Bakke case claims 'reverse discrimination
iC'FSi-The case of Allan
Bakke. who applied for admission to the University of
California at Davis Medical
School and was denied entrance, is before the Supreme
Court but is also being judged
on campuses across the
country.
Bakke filed suit against UC
at Davis contending that
minority
students
^ess
qualified than he were admitted under the special
admissions program solely
because of their race.
Bakke claimed he was a
victim
of
reverse
discrimination and the
program was therefore unconstitutional.
As a result of the Bakke
case, a Colorado law school
applicant who was denied
admission told a Colorado
Supreme Court last month
that the University of
Colorado's application of
minority admissions program
is similarly unconstitutional.
Phillip DiLeo, an ItalianAmerican, was denied admission to the university's law
school under a special
minority assistance program
in 1973 and 1974. He was told
that despite his social and
economic disadvantage, he
was not a member of an
"identifiable group" and
could not be considered for
minority admission.
DiLeo sued the university
but a 1976 ruling decided in
favor of the school.
DiLeo's lawyer, David J.
Ternlund, referred to the

Bakke case saying it differed
from
the
"reverse
discrimination" suit. DiLeo
argues for the retention of
educational programs for
minorities^pf all kinds, not
select groups
The Bakke
case, Ternlund maintains,
argues that all programs with
quota systems for minorities
are unconstitutional.
Back at UC-Davis, Rita
Clancy, a Russian immigrant
\\ ho applied for admission to
the medical school, charged
that she was refused admission because she was a
white woman. US District
Court Judge Thomas J.
Mac Bride granted Clancy a
temporary restraining order
allowing her to register for
classes.
*
MacBride said Clancy
probably would have been
admitted if 16 of 100 openings
in the class had not been
reserved
for
minority
students who are selected
from a separate pool of applicants.
The BakKeT DiLeo and
Clancy cases are stirring
emotions on campuses around
the country where heated
debates are centered around
the
issue
of
reverse
discrimination.
At UCLA, the American
Civil Liberties Union sponsored a meeting featuring a
Beverly Hills attorney, Jack
Bratter, who spoke in behalf
of the Bakke arguments to
eliminate special minority
admissions programs. •
"Race should be irrelevant

ii) 'his society...We cannot
compensate for 400 years of
ilcprivation. We should give
•ill an equal start."
I CI.A law professor, Leon
l.ctwin. took the other
INisition. to bury the Bakke
liniment when it comes
More the US Supreme Court
on Oct. 12.
"Race is not irrelevant
l>ocause our social history has
made a person's race the most
important thing. You cannot
pretend we are starting out on
a fresh slate. We started out
with that racial society,"
l.ctwin said.

Art major wins
weaving awards

At the University of
Nebraska, rradley Munn,
Ufirmative Action Officer,
.lid he believes that a
decision favoring Bakke
would hurt the goals of aftirmative action programs
everywhere.
Placement
at
the
t'niversity of Nebraska has
lieen hampered by Nebraska's
• mall racial population and
"because the general attitude
of affirmative action here is
not positive." said Munn.
An editorial in the
Massachusetts Collegian at

the
University
of
Massachusetts at Amherst
irgued in favor of the Bakke
l>osition saying that the UChavis special admission
policy "serves to establish an
obvious quota, a practice that
in almost all other circumstances has been declared
most foul and incidiously
discriminatory."
Protests and contests
continue while the decision
rests in the hands of the
Supreme Court. Schools are
in the midst of what will be a
precedent-setting case.

Breeze classifieds bring results
$.50 for first 25 words

Beth Oliver, a senior art
major at James Madison
University, recently won two
first place ribbons in weaving
at the Virginia State Fair held
Oct. 1.
The ribbons were won for a
hand-woven sweater and a
hand-spun and hand-woven
stuffed tapestry.
The tapestry also won a
special award from The HandWeaver's Guild of America.
The award includes a
membership to the guild and
its national
magazine,
"Shuttle. Spindle and Dye
Pot."
In addition, an article and
photo about Oliver and her
work will appear in the next
issue of the magazine.

MOSBY'S
MILL
MW.ItofcyM.

You've Seen The
Concert Now The
New LP
On RCA Records
Daryl Hall and John Oates
Beauty on a Back Street

ftrnk S-t-4E*tmt> Shrimp,
Ukifr Him, FkMidtr Ckm$,$H.
*$9$ 9Wm$w99$ §901$$ §91 $t§9m$

Sat. tri Sii. loch
4 u. tthMiiet tttak

♦tit

Each LP only $4*79

178 S. Moon St.

»
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Journalist discusses
press freedom, ethics
(Continued from Page l)
"We should be dedicated to
truth but, in certain instances,
we should be willing to depart
from basic principles if good
will result in our actions," he
said. National security or the
welfare of person are two
exceptions to printing the
truth, he said.

press when talking to a
source, he said. The acceptance of gifts by members
of the press is "not
necessarily unethical,"
Merrill said, but the journalist
has to answer that question
for himself. "If he won't be
corrupted, then he should take
it," he said.

The press is experiencing
several ethical problems,
according
to
Merrill.
Reporters who quoted out of
context can "achieve any
image of a person that they
want," he said. Using a
"reporter's bluff," or "acting
as if you know more than you
do in order to get more information from a source" is
an unethical means of getting
the "end to justify the
means," according to Merrill.

A final and foremost
ethical problem is commonly
found in newspapers, according to Merrill. A story will
have a statement made by one
person, usually of a controversial nature, followed by
a sentence saying that the
person who was to answer any
accusations
made
was
unavailable for comment,
Merrill said. "We do not know
how many attempts were
made by the reporter to get in
touch with the source," he
said. "It insinuates the person
was neglectful in his duties."
"It is only in following
duties that our actions will
hold any continuity or
predictability," he concluded.

Reporters should not
tamper with direct quotes,
changing the wording within
quotation marks, he said.
They should always ^dentify
themselves as members of the

MARCHING FOR ERA. Local residents and
JMU students walk down Main Street Saturday
to a rally supporting the Equal Rights
Amendment at the Rockingham County

Courthouse. In spite of the rain, a good turnout
was reported for the event, which featured
State Senator CUve DuVal as a speaker.
Photo by Al Wlllntr

Kent president limits campus access
(CPS)-Last Tuesday, in a
move designed to cripple the
continuing protest at Kent
State University, trustees
gave president Brage Golding
absolute fiat over campus
activities.
Golding immediately
banned
a
conference
scheduled
by
the
Revolutionary Students

Krigade for Oct. 22.
Golding also plans to limit
access to campus and to
restrict assemblies.
He
stressed that, while access
will not be denied to "anyone
who has lawful business with
the university " it is "high
time" that the university
returned to its normal function of academic instruction.

2*8 N. Liberty

Antifreeze special
$7M gallon

An informal poll by the
Kent Stater, the campus
paper, revealed that 36 out of
4» people interviewed were
against Golding's new action.

SGA delays
appointments
(Continued from Page 1)
the immediate investigation
of the need to establish a
major party facility on
campus.
In a bill of opinion, the
senate unanimously opposed
action taken by the faculty
senate towards shortening the
time a student has to drop a
class for a "W" grade from
ten to eight weeks.
The senate also overwhelmingly opposed efforts
by the faculty senate to reduce
the time to withdraw from the
university from ten to eight
weeks.

Coca-Cob Iboz. 8ph.

f.M
plus 4tfp$U

Budweiser- King of beers bph. cans

$1.59

(round beef 51b. chuck
k$tf All meat franks I lb....

IM
1.79

Bananas 5lbs.

$1.00

Pears 3lbs.....

$1.00

Apples 31b. bag

|.M

Red, Golden, Joiuthon

Prices effective through October 15th in Harrisonburj
&wv£5^
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'Heracles'must be experienced
(Continued from Page 5)
former self, and then begins
the slow rehabilitation at the
show's end.
Marcus, as always, is
excellent in her role. She
seems to set the mood as she
leads the chorus in the various
interludes which prove not to
be interludes at all but rather
vital connecting parts of the
show.
They become important partly because of
Marcus' acting ability.
The chorus is one of.the
more interesting parts of an
already fascinating show.
The symmetrical patterns
which the chorus takes are a
subtle addition to "Heracles."
The only player who
seemed to have difficulty on
opening night was Bob Shaver
(Amphytrion), who seemed to
feel awkward with his lines
and not quite expressive
enough.
This is probably not so
much a reflection on Shaver's
acting ability (he gave a
wonderful performance in the
summer presentation of "The
Mousetrap") as it is a belief
that an old man would not be a
particularly
dynamic
character.
Actually, Amphytrion can
be one of the most sensitive
and anguished characters in
the play.
Although Shaver's delivery
seemed somewhat rough in
comparison to the smooth
and polished tone of Kassem
in the opening scene, this will
not doubt improve over the

CANDLES
by Wicked Wick

PINE SELECTION
*GBCCN PLANTS
POTS 4.MACRANC

GancknGotifa.

course of the show.
One of the most unusual
scenes was that of Heracles
being driven to madness.
The wild lighting and sound
effects cast an eerie and
wicked spell that was accented by the gasping,
howling, moaning chorus
crawling across the stage.

"Heracles."
Technical director Phillip
Grayson. set designer Allen
Lyndrup, lighting designer
Steve Wagner, and costumer
William Molyneux are to be
complimented for their work.
The main problem with
"Heracles" is that it may
leave too many persons
bewildered without the accompanying amazement.

Unfortunately the crazed
effects muffled and rendered
practically inaudible the lines
of Deborah Semple (Madness)
and Hildegarde Audesirk
(Iris).
The audience had difficulty
comprehending this scene as
it moved rapidly toward its
swirling conclusion without
having to cope with lines
which could not be understood
over the din.

Euripides, one of the great
Greek intellectual tragedians,
may not so much go over the
heads of the audience as he
will iust remain simply
confusing and misunderstood.
It is a difficult play to stage
but one which the cast is
sufficiently talented enough to
not only cope with but also
master.

The unique lighting of the
scene (slides projected onto a
fabric background) added a
creative new dimension to the
show.
Costuming and the set
design also added much to

The players are ready for
"Heracles," but is the
audience?
"Heracles" continues
tonight through Sunday at 8
p.m. in Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre.
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UNIVERSITY
THE OFFICE OF RESIDENCE HALLS IS CURRENTLY
UPDATING THE HOUSING WAITING LIST. IF YOU
HAVE NOT RECEIVED A LETTER CONCERNING YOUR
STATUS ON THE WAITING LIST AND YOU WOULD
LIKE UNIVERSITY HOUSING FOR THE SECOND
EIGHT WEEKS, THE SECOND SEMESTER, OR NEXT
YEAR; COME BY
THE OFFICE IN ALUMNAE HALL, ROOM 103, BY
OCTOBER 21, 1977.
IF WE DO NOT HEAR FROM YOU BY OCTOBER 21,
WE WILL ASSUME THAT YOU ARE NO LONGER INTERESTED IN UNIVERSITY HOUSING AND REMOVE
YOUR NAME FROM THE WAITING LIST.

HOUSING
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Suite 203
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— Campus comments
By ANDY DURANT
Do you think the Continental Telephone Company
gives adequate service? If
nol wny
»
-

.„,
r
Terrl

-'«■
,. .
Coiner
<"*»»»»">:
"Long distance dialing is very
inconvenient. There should be
some way to dial direct"

Kevin O'llare (freshman):
"The service isn't too'good.
Long distance calls have
funny
noises
in
the
background. A lot of times
you lose connections completely. Even local calls have
a lot of static in them."

News

Sue Meador (junior)': "It
makes me mad- they try to rip
off non-residents. A friend of
mine had to really fight to get
her $40 deposit back even
though she paid her bills on
time."
Bill Fogler (junior): "It's a
real hassle trying to get an
outside line after 11 p.m. Also,
long distance connections are
bad 1 think because they use
outdated equipment."

briefs

Nga DoThl (junior): "They
charge too much but they give
you a break on late
payments."
Jack Cash (sophomore):
"Inept. They are real good
about collecting your deposits
but they take forever to install
the phone. It's the worst
service of any place I've ever
been in. It's a...monopoly."
Bobbi
Richardson
(sophomore): "I think it's a
pretty good deal for a pretty
cheap price."

'Tamperproof carburetors
(AP)-If you're a backyard mechanic, you may have
one less part to adjust on your car after the 1978-model
year. Both General Motors and Ford are sealing carburetors on some models.
G.M. already is using the new parts on a few 1978
cars, and plans to use them on all 1979 models. Ford
says it will use sealed-or "tamperproof '-carburetors
on some 1979 cars, and probably on all its i960 models.
That means it will take more than just a screwdriver
to adjust the carburetor, a mechanical device which
mixes air and fuel.
The Environmental Protection Agency is expected to
propose later this month a ruling to limit the number of
adjustments that can be made to a car's engine affecting
exhaust emissions. Engines often are adjusted by
dealers, mechanics or owners at some later time. And
EPA tests have shown that a majority of new cars, once
in owner hands, emit more pollutants than are allowed
by law.
Looking ahead, the EPA might zero in on other car
parts, as well.

KEVIN O HARE
Kathy Crumbhoh (junior):
"The service is slow but they
are courteous. They are not
too definite about when they
are going to service your
phone, but other than mat
they're fine."
BILL FOLGER
Mary Anne (our Us (senior):
"Off-campus people have it
especially bad with installation rates and services
rendered...generally they
charge exhorbitant rates for
inferior service."

BUI Seaton (sophomore):
"The phone company should
be more responsive to the
students. Repairs take a long
time; I had to wait a week just
to get my phone fixed."

BOBBI RICHARDSON
Mark Crane (senior): "It's
just an example of big
business ripping off the little
people."

More women in med school
(AP) If you're a young man who would like to
. become a physician, you might be interested in
knowing that women now have a better statistical
chance of getting, into medical school
Thirty-eight per cent of all female applicants were*
f urceptMin last year's medical school freshman class,
compared with 35 per cent of a'Jl male applicants who
were accepted.- '■ •
•' ""*••.'
The number of women in medical school'has increased substantially. Last year, 23 per cent of the
freshman medical class were women, compared to six'
p<<r cent of the entering class in the fall of 1959. . -

Clothes make the teacher
(CPS)-A teacher in jeans, sneakers and a sportshirt
is a teacher who's sympathetic, friendly and flexible,
while a teacher in a suit, and tie is one who's
knowledgeable, well-prepared and well-organized.
That's the way it seemed to students at Pennsylvania
State University looking at photos of teachers in various
modes of attire.
Actually, the photos they saw were of the same two
teachers in different clothes.
Dr. Steven A. Rollman, who directed the study, said
the students not only thought the woman informally
dressed was sympathetic and friendly, they also thought
v^^.»wa&Jau;,aMstiij|u^4ti^

ana

ox

some students still find time to catch a quick
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'One of the worst9
(Continued from Page 5)
ol war and combat.

As Peckinpah put it: "We
watch wars and see men die
every day on television, but it
doesn't seem real
We've
been anesthetized.
When
people complain about the way
I handle violence, what
they're really saying is
•please don't show me: I don't
want to know. Just get me
another beer from the
icebo^.'"
Having seen the film twice
I was thoroughly disgusted
and personally repulsed by
the blood and gore which was

paraded across the screen. 1
could only recommend this
type film to an ambulance
chaser.
Perhaps the furor against
pornography
and
homosexuality could be better
used against films like this
that glorify death and killing,
and that attempt, by sheer
blood) horror, to condition us
to accept murder and violence
as subjects of-fascination.
Undoubtedly Peckinpah
has become the Charles
Manson of cinema and whose
future films should be avoided
like the plague.

Jeet Your

i
(jj After the game have dinner at Bonanza v
and help yourself to our all you can eat
soup and salad oar.
OPEN

I

South Main Laundry
And Dry Cleaning
1596 S. Main St.
Next to S.H. Green Stamp Store

434-V554

I(j

t

Ham,°Pm fridau
llam-9pm Sunday

and Saturda

» v

BONANZA
$M I. Marhet St. HarrUonburg
^^_X^^^^-X^

travel counsellors, inc.
Call us for all your travel needs
1774 S. Main St. H'burg

434-1796

>*
Werners
**«
Seven Day Food Store
44
Party Package Store"
ffil-SAT-SUN
Clagrettes Carton All Brandt 3.32
Sthlitz Parti Par 12/12 3.13
Sthlltz Bull MALT (THE BULL) LM
Schlltz Light Low Calorie 1.69
Mlllwauhee-Pakst Logitech* 24 5.25
Tutwg Gold Import Flavor \M
Lowefttraa Oer. Imp. flat, 2.19
Helneken Holland Import 3.69
Mokon (•Men Ale-Beer 6pk.

My\w$m
Check out all the news in checks. Vicky Vaughn
says wear the hooded plaid tunicdress with
deep-cut arm holes over it's coordinating
check pull-on pants or try the dress solo.
Either way, worn with a favorite top...
sensational! In poly double knit, machine
'ash-dry.

Black with red facing.
Brown with gold facing
Sizes 7-9-11
$40.00

2.35

TJ.Swann assorted flavors 1.4*
Chablis Pink Super Mag. 3 Liters Oallo 3.99
Chablis Pink Mag. 1.5 Liters Oallo 2.99
Liebfraiimllch German Light * Soft 1.99
Mateus Hose Portugal Import 2.99
Lamkruseo Zonia Italian (mp. 1.99
Eggs Grade A Extra Large Doz. .69
Bacon Esskay Quality LB. 1.19
Sausage Esskay Farm Stilt LB. .79
Milk Shenandoah Pride I gal. Jug 1.59
OPEN FBI * SAT NIGHT TIL MIDNIGHT
"We appreciate your Business"

Fashion Clothing
Harrisonburg Store
Just lA block west of
Campus on Grace Street
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CAREER PLANNING
AND
PLACEMENT
OFFICE INTERVIEWS
FOR OCTOBER 1977.
Oct.
20-Frederick
County Schools
Oct.
26-Roanoke
County Schools
Oct 27-York County
Schools
Oct. 31--U.S Marines

V

Auction dance
i'»i Phi Kpsilon is
' I»I i live band. "Chess."
•' '■• Auto Aui-tion Friday
»i|5l.i Refreshments will be
il-i»»fc Hot dogs will be
'»•'! md Three Stooges
nu>\ us will be shown during
I;IIKI intermission A shuttle
I HI.-, service will be provided
IronxJodwin The cost is $2 50
pet (HTson and $.{ at the door

Seminar
Professor T. J. Meyer of the
University of North Carolina
will present a seminar on
"Properties of Transition
Metal Complexes" Oct. 14 at 3
p.m. in Miller 107. Refreshments will be served before
the seminar.

Mock election
The Pi Gamma Mu Social
i-tence Honor Society is
IHiiisoring a mock election
"ct 17-19 from II a.m. to 1
I' in in the first floor lobby of
i he campus center. Virginia's
uubernatorial candidates and
the bond issue will be voted
i >n liesults will be announced
■'1 the Oct. 25 meeting.

Announcements*
Job seminars

' *

Circle K

The (;n. (i Planning and
Placement ■ il I ice will hold job
search seminars thoughout
this semester Come by 2nd
floor. Alunnae Hall for information ml to sign up for
any of the e seminars. The
next two sc siou are:
"SelfAnalysis and Job
Selection I he Importance of
Assessing our Skills." Oct.
2(1. lipm in room B of the
campus center.
"Overview of the Job
Search t'rocess and Introduction to the Career
Library Hrl IH. 6 p.m.. in
room H of 'lie campus center.

l irele K will meet Oct. 17 ai
• p m in room A of the
> inous center. The Board of
l irecton meeting will be at
•p.m. Elections will be
I • Id

YAF meeting
The JMU chapter of Young
merieans for Freedom will
I' >et Tuesday night at 6 p.m.
in room I) of the campus
•liter The film "The Ini edible Bread Machine" will
'• shown. There will be no
'mission charge and the
!■ iMie is invited.

Exemption exams

Informal rush

Exemption exams in
personal defense will be given
Oct. 18 in Godwin 217. The
examiner will be Janet Luce,
phone 646?.

Delta Sigma Theta, rf
service sorority, will have an
informal rush party Oct. 16 at
5:30 p.m. in Harrison A-7.
Anyone interested is welcome.

The Russian and SinoSoviet Studies Committee will
•ponsor Eisenstein's film
Potemkin" and a discussion
ol the film afterwards Oct. 17
•■t » p m. in Miller 101. The
program will be presented by
Walter Korte from the drama
department at the University
»l Virginia.

Trumpet recital
Ken M< niton, instructor of
music at James Madison
Universih will present a
trumpet recital Oct. 16 at 3
p.m in Ailson auditorium.
Moulton
program will
festure works by Hindemith,
Stevens and Goedicke.
He will be accompanied by
pianist Andrew Kraus. The
public is nvited to attend the
recital at no charge.

Latin studies

Exemption exams in
elementary
handball,
elementary squash and
elementary racquetball will
be given Oct. 17 (written )
and Oct. 18 (skill). The
examiner will be Dr. Ramey
Martin, phone 6512.

There' will be a meeting
"•' 19 at 4 p.m. in room A of
tli< campus center for all
Latin American Studies
Minors and any other students
interested in the area concentration.

Bicycle race

Russian film

Biology course
A second block two-hour
biology course, "Biology,
Technology,'and Society,"
will be offered Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 1:40-2:55 p.m. The
course may be applied to the
biology major and is also open
to
non- majors
(no
prerequisites).
The course is a seminar
approach to man's scientific
manipulation of his world and
the impact of science
yesterday,
today,
and
tomorrow.

Cap and gowns
students who will meet
their
graduation
requirements in December
and will be participating in the
M.i\ graduation exercises can
pi.ice their order for caps and
gowns in the bookstore. Orfl«Ts placed now will be
shipped by Jan. 15.

A bicycle race will be held
Saturday in (,harlottesville's
Lee Park

The race, sponsored by the
Times ol Charlottesville
newspaper will run a closed
course around Charlottesville
There will be five USCFsanctioned races, as well as
five open races in various
categories Prizes for the
races totai &MU
Entry blanks are available
at the Dae lalus Book Shop, at
Fourth end East Market
Streets in i harlottesville.
The races will start at 12
noon

Placement files
Students planning to
graduate in 1978 should
register with the Career
Planning and Placement
Office and complete their
placement files. Registration
with the office permits oncampus interviewing and the
use of other services provided
by the Office.

Haunted house
The Third Annual Circle K
Haunted House will be
presented Oct. 28^9 from 7-10
p m in the Wampler Experimental Theater next to
iiiigi's on Main Street. All
proceeds will go to the local
chapter of the Multiple
Sclerosis Society. Admission
is
. 75 and advance tickets
•ill be available, location
TBA.
Volunteers are still needed
to help with the project in set
design, make-up, costumes,
sound and light, acting,
((instruction,
photography,
and other areas. If interes'-xi
m helping, call Chuck Berlin
if 7126 or Pete Fakoury at
IMW. or write Circle K, box
I2G4.

Warn

DNS
Restaurant & Pizza Shop
12 mllrt s.uth Hirrii»nbur; >n U.S. R»utt II

Monday-Thursday 6p.m.-llp.m.

COLLEGE SPECIAL
$1.00 off any
large pizza
supreme.

I . « .
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Advocates aid students
(Continued from Page 1)
people know that we're here,
or why we're here."
"Unless someone wants to
hire a lawyer, we are the only
organized student group on
campus who advises and
represents the accused
student in trial procedure," he
said.
Students accused
of
academic violations are
advised by Dr. William
Nelson, university honor

council coordinator. Those
accused of life-style violations
are advised by Bill Johnson,
associate director of student
affairs.
;
Sessions between accused
students and advocate corps
members are confidential,
Linka said.
The Student Advocate
Corps office is located in the
Warren Campus Center next
to the Student Government
Association office.

Just Arrived at:

Tke [Iwmihj Squaw
FLANNEL SHIRTS
FOR MEN
Small,Medium,Large, Extra-Large

Tit* Uwwty Squaw
56 South Main Street.

OPEN
9:30-5 DAILY
Thurs. & Fri.
nights til 9p«

Mark's Bike Shop

Hancock named alumni director
, Ben Hancock, president of
the
Student
Alumni
Association when it was
formed in 1973 at James
Madison University, has been
named director of the
university's Office of Alumni
Services.
As alumni director, Han-

cock succeeds Charles Scott
who has accepted a position
heading the trust office of
Valley National Bank in
Harrisonburg. Hancock will
be responsible for all
programs involving activities
of JMU's 20,000 alumni.
Before coming to JMU,

Hancock was assistant
director of student services at
Ohio University-Chillicothe.
He had also previously been
an area coordinator for
residence halls at Radford
College. Hancock received his
bachelor's degree in 1974 and
his master's degree in 1975 at
JMU.

NOdflOD

1

edric

I authentic enqlfih

This fine authentic English
Fish and Chips house also
features delicious Colonial
Fried Chicken, man sized
submarines at modest prices.
Be sure to try beer on tap, a
lager and lime or coleslaw
made fresh daily.
815 E. Market St.. Harrisonburg
4 oa 0*704

Convenient Drive-Up Window
Call Ahead For Fast
Take Out Service

—COUPON

!

FREE ENCRAUINC

1094 S. College Ave. Harrisonburg, Va. 22801

The Pedal People
Phone (703) 434 5151
NBNM-RALHGH-MOTOBKAMI

headquarters for professional
bicycle sales and service.
W«'re a franchisee! bicycle dealer so you can be sure that we'll
always provide you with the finest service from the time you
tint buy your bicycle for as long as you keep it. You won't find
a batter bicycle than one of the many models we have and you
won't find a better place to buy one.

[our merchandise only)
Leners OCTOBER
Up to 10 Letters
QNLy
-Pins, Pendants, Charms, Lockets, Pewter Bracelets
-Baby Gifts
-Cross and Anson Pens & Pencils
-Key Rings, Money Clips, Knives, Tie Bars, Tie Tacs
-Cuff Links, Lighters, British Sterling, Idents
-Watches
-Silver & Pewter Trays, Bowls & Other Gifts

David B. Garber Jeweler, Inc.
By Parking Deck

No Merest on Accounts

THE BOM SHOP
NEW shipment U*i tttiiflribst '11.97
Hit WraAjltrft Ut

WAYNE'S
UNISEX
SALON
57 W. Mirktt Si

"In Store Specials''
20% OFF
Denim-Khaki-Cordurof
Challie-Shirts-Gaachos-Vesh
Jmt 9ttb*d Tokematters
Open Fri. lil 9:00 daily 10-5
[The Purple Building 66 E. Market St

Harrisonbara,, Vi. 22801

VtafM's for the Personal Touch . . . .
it yo.rt «htn you como to oir Salon. Hart yoall f»a4 hair 4oiia.nina.
«Hh imagination, haireittlna, that's "ihoar artistry" and tarnaaaati that
ara aataral lookina, ant! Ions l"H«|. Von'll lovo Mia irlaH aaaarfal
atnasthara af aar Salon. Why not 4ro» la for a alslt, ar taaaa at far
aa amiatmonf

WAVHB'S UHISBX SALON

\

JMU soccer team begins drive for VISA title
V ■ T its worse losing
stir.
oi iho season, the
•lain.
Madison University
Sim. icam opens Virginia
I nl'
"I legia te Soccer
Assn. .lion play this week
.l.\ played Virginia Tech
lasl i ghl ;ind hosts Virginia
Milil.
Institute Saturday
night is part of the state
championship, The University
of Vlrpnia will play JMU next
Tuesd \ in Madison Stadium.
Sin. ■-■ i'.»72. the Dukes have
either on or shared the VISA
title Iniir times. Last season
howeu-i the Dukes were
thrashed by Lynchburg
College vi in the Western
District Championship of the
VISA
(Jelling a shot at the state
title and bringing it back to
JMl has been one of the goals
of the team all season, head
soccer coach Bob Vanderw rker said
Th- Virginia Tech game,
the In \ after a disappointing
week- nd in Clemson, S.C. will
see th-' Dukes try to break a
two-g me slide
Wlnle in Clemson,
the
Duke
lost to Clemson

I im1 niv.

its JII and to the
il\ of South Florida I-

Tlhs^irsl Clemson goal was
score, -n ii penalty kick with
less th II 11 minutes to play in
the se. .nd half, and the South
Florid goal was scored with
just
17 remaining in
regul; 'ion
South Florida's Mark
Darn- v was credited with the
goal Her a scramble in front
Of th. JMU goal.
So Hi Florida outshot the
Duke
14-11
with JMU
goalkeeper Otis Fuller
making seven saves for JMU.
Vandcrwarker praised the
play <>l his defense in the
tourn.iment.
particularly
sophomore Carl Strong.senior
Barn Stemper. Sophomore
Mark Host and senior Terry

the , imc was very even
throu hoot until that latemiiin ■■ goal
Looking ahead to VMI, the
Kcwl Is are t-4 with wins over
Hanii'len Sydney (2-0), West
Carol II.. '211. Furman (3-0)
and Ka stem Mennonite
Colic)■•■ -:{-2> The win over
EMC A as the Keydets first
over the Royals since 1969.
VMI has been beaten by the
University of Virginia (6-0),
American University (5-1),
the Citadel d-0) and Old
Dominion University (4-3).
The Keydets are a very

Sports

young icam. with only three
are eniors: inexperience
should be a problem
The Dukes meanwhile, will
be out to regain the state title
which they lost last year.
Getting a NCAA regional bid
and winning the VISA have
been oi primary concern of
the I mkes all season.
In the VISA, a team is
credited with six points for a
win and one point per goal
with a maximum of three.
Virginia has defeated Tech,
Lynchburg and VMI, all VISA
members, and has a total of 25

points ir uVa. defeats JMU,
the Cavaliers will win the title.
The Dukes are led by junior
Tom llochkeppel who has six
goals and two assists in the
Dukes eight games Wayne
Byrd has added two goals and
an assist
In the nets. Fuller has only
allowed eight goals in six
games and has recorded two
shutouts In all, the Dukes
allowed just nine goals while
scoring 17.
Saturday's
game
is
scheduled to begin at 7:30 in
Madison Stadium.
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Rhoads
The Dukes will try to get
their olfense going again this
week in VISA games with
Virginia Tech and V.M.I.
Pan of the problem,
Vandcrwarker said, was the
offense had several good
scoring chances but "did not
captialized." He added that

19th Hole
Losses leave
Dukes in 'pits'
ByBOBGRIMESEY
When Mr. Webster defined the word "pit" as "A
relatively deep hole," "A pitfall," and "Hell," he
might as well have been describing the current state
of the James Madison University football team. Indeed the Dukes are presently in the "pits."
What seemed so optimistic and joyful three weeks
ago when the Dukes tripped nationally-ranked
Hampden-Sydney 17-14, has degenerated to an atmosphere of question.
Since that victory, which gave the Dukes a 2-1
record, JMU's offense has become increasingly
ineffective, while the defense, so triumphant in the
season's early going, found itself beaten badly by a
strong running game during the weekend just past.
The result has been two losses by a combined score
of 40-7 and JMU's first sub-.500 seasonal record (2-3)
since the school adopted a full varsity schedule in
1974.
Each of the last two outings, losses to Shepherd
College (10-0) and Mars Hill College (30-7),
represented all-time low offensive yardageproduction records. Against Shepherd the Dukes
"amassed" ill total yards offensively, while against
Mars Hill they tallied 107.
The loss to Mars Hill was also the worst defeat
suffered by a varsity Madison team since a 35-0 loss
to Hampden-Sydney in 1974.
Following that loss in 1974, Madison finished with a
6-4 record, and to be sure, there does not seem to be
too much reason why the team should do much worse
this year.
"All" the Dukes have to do is win four of then* last
five games.
What hurts however, is that 6-4 seasons have not
been acceptable results at Madison in recent years as
the Dukes have compiled records of 9-0-1 (1975) and 74 (1976).
What made the 7-4 record acceptable was
Madison's early-season national number-one ranking
and a subsequent appearance on an American
Broadcast Company regional football telecast.
So it does seem like the young four-year varsity
football program at Madison is on the verge of its
first "discouraging" season. That is unless the Dukes
go undefeated the rest of the way
Should that be the case, thestring will have to begin
with Salisbury St. College at 2:00 p.m. Saturday in
Madison Stadium.

'M fry
y.\-.'.'f.'j.K '.'x t.fAiiH
.'/.♦.'.>/.'.♦>♦ /.♦ / * *■ >• i #•#•#•♦>•,>, r #> h #v>v..V /■ V//vv#v#

JMU FULLBACK SHANE HAST was held to their recent doldrums, Hast will have to be an
seven yards on seven carries against Mars offensive key.
^t0 by mi% Thompi#n
Hill last week. If the Dukes are to break from

Injured Dukes host Sea Gulls
By BOB GRIMESEY
James Madison's football
team, with its rash of injuries,
sluggish offensive and 2-3
record, returns home to host
Salisbury St. College (3-2) in
Madison Stadium at 2:00 p.m.
Saturday.
The Dukes had a rough time
on their second trip to North
Carolina in two years last
Saturday when they
accumulated 107 total yards
offense in a 30-7 loss to Mars
Hill College.
In addition, the Dukes were
given a physical beating by
the Lions who left JMU offensive guard Rick Burkhardt
"doubtful" for this week with
a bruised shoulder, defensive
back Bob Logan "perhaps
doubtful" with "a minor injury.'"' and another guard,
Dick Wagoner, out for the
year with torn knee cartlidge.
JMU head coach Challace
McMillin noted that many
other Dukes are suffering
from "minor injuries" as
well.

Quarterback John Bowers,
who spent much of his time
dodging Mars Hill defenders
in his own backfield last week,
will again be at quarterback.
• McMillin says he is "as
confident as ever" in the
junior's ability.
The Dukes also enter the
Salisbury St. game with increasingly
unimpressive
offensive statistics following
111 and 107 total-offensiveyards productions against
their last two opponents.
Obviously then, the Dukes
are faced with reversing a
sudden negative trend that
has dampened what earlier in
the season appeared to be a
bright year.
As for JMU's competition
this week, the Sea Gulls boast
a potent running attack from
the three-back "wing-T"
formation.
Halfback Terry Swann (82
carries for 525 yards and four
touchdowns) does most of the
running with variation added
by fullback Dave Kirchoff (68-

j.ri ' "■'•'••''

271-3) and halfback Preston
Phillips (228-37-1).
Kirchoff, described by
McMillin as a "big strong
runner." is noted for his
"hard, crunching blocks" for
All-America halfbacks Levi
Shade and Bob Watson in
years past, but is relied on
more this year for his running
ability.
The Salisbury passing attack has been non-existent in
recent games. Starter Rex
Harbour is out with an injury
and his stand-ins. Bob Movie
and Rob Kesler have totalled
five completions in 24 attempts with six interceptions.
Defensively the Gulls have
allowed 135 yards per game in
rushing and passing each.
Defensive lineman Bobby
Richards is considered
Salisbury's leading headhunter.
The Gulls are coming off
two straight wins. Frostburg
St. (14-11) and Trenton St. (2516). and defeated JMU instate rival Randolph-Macon
15-3 in the season opener.

JMU hosts
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volleyball
tournament

Intramural basketball:

Four teams still
contend for title
By DENNIS SMITH
What began with over 100
teams at the outset of the
regular season, then dropped
to 32 at the start of the
playoffs, has now dwindled to
four.
And the four remaining in
the intramural basketball
playoffs are the Has Beens,
Ikenberry, the Space Cowboys
and the Hosers "who says the
Breeze can't pick 'em right?"
Ikenberry outran, outshot,
and out hustled the taller
WEO's 67-50 to get their bid
for the semifinals.
Ikenberry trailed at the end
of the first half 17-15. Bob Hott
went to work on the inside and
shot the team out to a 35-25
lead with 10 minutes left in the
game.
Ikenberry's backcourtconsidered by many to be the
fastest in intramuralsharrased the WEO's with Ed
Parry and Jim Naquin
combining for 10 steals and 16
points on fast-break layups.
Parry, Ikenberry's captain, felt his team's ability to
break the WEO's press, to get
the WEO's center Joe Pierpont to foul out early in the
second half, and to play
everyone on his bench were
keys to the victory.
Ikenberry produced
balanced scoring, with Hott
and Karamarkovich each
hitting for 12 points. Parry
and Jim Naquin added 10
each.
Forward Scott Shafer led
the WEO's with 21 points, and
was the only player keeping
the team in the game in the
second half. John Crooks
added 13.
Rick Nunnelly scored 26
points and Ralph Edwards hit
for 22 to lead the Hosers by
Gifford 74-57.
The Hosers controlled the
game from the start, taking a
10 point lead with sue minutes
gone in the game.
Gifford came back to close
the gap to 32-25 at the half on
four fast break baskets by
Gilford's guard Mark Farris.
In the second half, the
Hosers started to pull away
behind the board work of
Nunnelly and Ed Barnhart.
Barnhart, while only scoring
six points, hurt Gifford on the
board throughout the game.

Mark Farris was the top
scorer for Gifford at 18 points.
Hoser captain Dave Dutton
credited his team's "tough"
zone defense as being the
major factor in the victory.
The A league champion
Space Cowboys slipped by the
Bearnos with a H3-70 overtime
win.
Jeff Gunn's 20-foot jump
shot with four second left in
regulation play tied the game
at 66-66.
However in overtime, the
Cowboys' press forced the
Bearnos into five turnovers,
which were converted into
Cowboy baskets.
The Bearnos opened the
game with a 12-2 spurt and
dominated the action during
the first half.
The Bearnos led at the half
36-25.
The Cowboys took the lead
for the first time. 61-59 on a 15foot jump shot by Mike Wilder
with five minutes left in the
game.
The Cowboys then took a 6661 lead, but. three quick
turnovers got the Bearnos
back into the game--the last of
which led to Gunn's tying
basket.
The Has Beens qualified for
the semifinals with an easy 8370 win over the Bruins.
The Bruins stayed close on
14 points by guard" Mike Smith
and 10 by Mike La Casse. to
trail only by 27-25 at the end of
the first half.
Pete Williams filled the
place of regular Has Been
center Bob Elloitt, who is
suspended for the rest of the
playoffs because of a
technical foul. Williams
scored 23 points and grabbed
13 rebounds despite only
playing 15 minutes.
Williams led a second half
surge in which the Has Beens
took a 49-35 lead with 12
minutes left.
Tommy Robinson hit for 19
points for the Has Beens and
Danny Prior added 12.
Smith and La Casse topped
the Bruins scorers with 18 and
16 points respectively.
In
Thursday
night's
semifinal action, the Has
Beens met Ikenberry and the
Hosers played the Space
Cowboys.

The James
Madison
Women's Volleyball team,
coming off a win over Lynchburg College Tuesday, will
host a tough field in the JMU
Invitational, which begins
tonight.
Teams participating in the
round-robin tournament this
weekend are Virginia Commonwealth, Howard, Eastern
Mennonite, Towson State,
Shepherd and JMU.
"They're all going to be
tough," said JMU coach Pat
Sargeant. VCU is the defending state champion, and
Howard has a very big team.
JMU has defeated EMC this
season, and has not faced
Towson or Shepherd.
On Tuesday, the Duchesses
bombed Lynchburg 15-4, 15-6
and 15-10 to raise their season
record to 10-6.
Sargeant was pleased with
the team performance against
Lynchburg, noting Kelly
Patrick as a Duchesses who
"played well offensively and
defensively."
Rena
Roan,
Laura
Wakeman and Patricia
Hallam also contributed well
she said.
Sargeant feels the team
will have to improve its
defense in preparation for the
tournament this weekend.
"We are going to have
some different options on
defense, depending on what
offense is run against us," she
said.

IKENBERRY GUARD EDDIE PARRY breaks past WEO
center Joe Pierpont for another fast-break basket in
Tuesday's intramural basketball quarterfinal won by
Parry's team. The championship game is scheduled for
Sunday night.
Hit* by M»rk Thompson

Witt optimistic for state meet
By KEN TERRELL
"I'll be very happy if we
finish higher than sixth
place.'' coach Ed Witt said of
his team's chances in
Saturday's State Cross
Country Meet.

The race will be run at "Mt.
Trashmore." a Norfolk landfill area converted into a park.
Starting time for the meet is
11:00 a m
Although the Dukes earned
their first Division I victory

JMU hosts British hockey squad
i

By SARAH STRADER
The Bishop Otter players
The James
Madison
have expressed interests in
University field hockey team
studying various aspects of
welcomed the second of two
American life, ranging from
visiting foreign hockey teams
physical education programs
to the JMU campus Wedto adolescent-parental atnesday for an inter-mixing of
titudes and pressures of
field hockey and studying
society.
The visitors will
American life.
speak to several classes in
Bishop Otter College from
addition to being involved in
Chichester, England will be
the
learning
process
hosted by the JMU hockey
themselves.
players through Saturday.
After leaving Harrisonburg
The group of 18 students and
Saturday the team will contheir coach, "Prim" Upton,
tinue its tour, which includes
are involved in a study tour of
stop-overs at Langley High
the United States. They will
School in Fairfax County,
attend classes
Thursday
and
George Mason University,
Friday*as>wWl',¥ir several' * the College df William and
social events with their hosts.
Mary, Appalachian State
■ -E&V-.-Ci

The JMU junior varsity
remained undefeated,
dropping Lynchburg two
games to none.
With JMU leading 9-6 in the
opening game, Kathy Hanks
served for six consecutive
points to give the Duchesses a
15-6 win. Pat Beckett served
for the first eight points in the
second game, and JMU won
by the same score.
Suzi Sale added strong
offensive play for JMU
against Lynchburg. The J.V.
Duchesses, now 4-0, will host
Eastern
Mennonite
on
Tuesday.

University and Winthrop
College.
Saturday's round-robin
tournament, featuring
Washington
Club,
Appalachian State, Bishop Otter
and the varsity, junior varsity
and freshman JMU teams,
will highlight the events this
week.
Field hockey schedule for
the weekend:
FRIDAY-Grass Fields
3 p.m. Bishop Otter vs. JMU
4:30 p.m. ASU vs. JMU
varsity*.
SATURDAY-Astroturf

against VPI earlier this
season, and have come close
in meets with VMI and Richmond. Witt is not confident
about improving on last year's
position
"The flat course will hurt
us more than anyone," the
coach noted
Of his own runners, Witt
figures Mike Greehan to
benefit most from the flat
layout The senior runner was
JMU's first finisher last year,
crossing the line in eleventh
place nid qualifying for the
region,11 competition.

9:0a a.m. Washington I vs.
JMU J.V.
10:20 a.m. ASU vs. Bishop
Otter
11:40 a.m. ASU vs. JMU
Witt ; ilso thinks the course
freshmen
offers 11 '■simian Al Carwell a
SATURDAY-Grass Fields
chance lor his best race.
9:00 a.m. Bishop Otter vs.
Cardwel II. who finished sixth
JMU varsity
against Richmond in a dual
10:20a.m. Washington II vs.
meet I ;ist week, is from
JMU freshmen
Norfolk ■ ind familiar with the
11:40 a.m. Washington I vs.
course
JMU varsity
The t'niversity of Virginia
Otherwise the JMU freshis favored to win the meet
men team played to a 0-0 tie
follow irig victories over strong
Monday against Randolphlearn- Torn
William & Mary
Macon Women's College to
v
v
hiake'fhen* seasdrirecord <M» • ,autlv.1rV .*t.J*hUehsfty • oT
Mars
I.
rid
last
week.
1.
■M*i

Women's tennis:
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Duchesses top Sweet Briar 8-1
The James
Madison
University women's tennis
team evened its fall season
record at 3-3 Monday with an
8-1 triumph over Sweetbriar
College.
JMU's only loss came at
the number-one seed, when
Pat Higgins fell to Cathy
Falcon 6-3, 6-2. All of the
Duchesses' victories against
Sweetbriar were in straight
sets.
JMU is playing this season

without last year's numbers
one and two seeds, both of
whom were expected to
return. Jody Tansey (topseeded last year) decided not
to compete, and last year's
second seed, Anne Carrington
is student teaching this
semester. Carrington could
play in the spring.
"I didn't play much over
the summer," said Tansey,
"and I just couldn't get
psyched this year. My attitude

was bad, so I just felt it was
best for the team if I quit
Maria (coach Malerba) understands."
The Duchesses two other
victories this year have been
against Randolph-Macon and
Longwood colleges. Their
losses have been against last
year's top three teams in the
state-the University of
Virginia, William and Mary
and Mary Baldwin.

/

Women's golf:

JMU golfers host state match
By HOLLY WOOLARD
For the past four years
three schools have dominated
women's collegiate golf in
Virginia and this year is no
exception.
Madison captured state
titles in 1973 and 1974. William
and Mary was victorious in
1975 and Longwood College
won the 1976 championship.
James
Madison
University and Longwood are
top contenders for state
honors this year and will
battle for the team championship Saturday and Sunday
at Spotswood Country Club.
The Duchesses' top golfers
are Brenda Baker and Pam
Maurer. Both women shoot in
the low 80s
and took individual medalist and runnerup honors, respectively, at the
Mary Baldwm Invitational.
Baker wants a future as a
professional golfer, according
ng
to coach Martha O'Donnel
BIT,

*

and always finds time to
practice. She probably has
more drive to be an outstanding golfer than other
teammates.
Baker's competitive drive
was demonstrated at the MBI,
when she defeated Maurer in

At Spotswood
Country Club
a sudden-death playoff for
individual medalist.
"Maurer's skill is good,"
said O'Donnell She wants to
excell but has no intentions of
a
professional
career.
"Learning is most important
to Pam," O'Donnell said.
"The ability to recover
from bad performance is vital
to golfers and Maurer

posseses this ability." said
O'Donnell.
Judy Bonin is another
veteran for JMU and has
innate skills to be a good
golfer, according to O'Donnell.
"Concentration is vitally
important to play a good
game," stated O'Donnell
School work, club trouble and
personal problems have
inhibited
Bonin's
concentration this year, but
O'Donnell is confident she will
play well.
Sophomore Susan LaMotte
came to Madison as an
inexperienced golfer, according to O'Donnell, and is
still learning. "She has a drive
to play the game and/by her
senior year she should be one
of the best golfers in the
state," said O'Donnell.
Sophomore Brenda
Chandler and freshmen
(Continued on Page 17)

JMU'S THIRD-SEEDED CATHIE TYLER serves up to
her opponent in Tuesday's Duchesses win over Sweet
Briar. Tyler beat her opponent in straight sets. 6-4, $-2.
Photo by Mark Thompson
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'Dull workouts pay off for Dukes Ferguson
By KEN TERRELL
Last
year
Richard
Ferguson absorbed a great
deal of good-natured teasing
about his frequent dull,
plodding ten-mile runs.
Most distance runners vary
their routes daily to ease
monotony and usually run
looping courses which only
approximate the distance a
workout designates.
Ferguson on the other
hand, invariably followed the
same back roads towards
Keezletown, turning at the
same five-mile point to
retrace his route back to
Godwin, all at what fellow
runners often found a mad-

dening slow pace.
"I measured it with a car,"
Ferguson once told a running
companion who wondered
why they had turned with no
irent landmark in sight.
to know how far I'm
goir._
This season Ferguson is the
butt of fewer jokes, especially
concerning his speed over a
crosscountry course. The
sophomore has taken command of the number-one spot
on the cross country team
after finishing no lower than
third,in four intercollegiate
races, including a first against
VPI in an upset win for the
Dukes and a second-place

finish in a field of over 100
runners at theindiana (Pa.)
Invitational.
Ferguson
faces
his
toughest challenge, not only
against competition from
other teams but also from
teammates closing in on the
number-one
spot,
this
Saturday in the Virginia State
Meet. The 6.2-mile race will
be run in Norfolk over a flat
course, Ferguson is at his best
on hills.
"I'll be shooting for the top
five, and possibly the top
three," Ferguson said. Like
many local coaches and
runners, Ferguson concedes
the top two places to Hillary

1

JMU Scoreboard
11III SO II

Hast
Demarco

Scoring

G Go As To
Hochkeppel, Tom
S 6 2 8
Byrd. Wayne
8 2 13
Lee.Joash
8 12 3
Johnson, iCric
8 12 3
Podlesny. Jim
8 12 3
Dragelin, Dave
8 12 3
Mullenex.Jon
8 0 S 3
Goi (keeping
G Kin Si GO Sh
Fuller, Otis
( 4*5 47 8 2
Nay. Jerry
3 147 6 10
Allen, Rodney
3 75 4 0 0
Stemper, Bary
1
3 0 0 0
Stemper, Nay, Allen combined (or 2
shutouts

1.3

G At Coin Pet
4 67 25 4 37.3
2 28 14 0 50.0
Receiving
G Ct YdsTD
5 11 156 0
Borders
5 10 113 0
Hetherington
Bowers
Jones

Scoring
G TD X-P FG Tot Avg
Bowers
Showker

Harris
Cappalli

DeMarco
Leonard
Hansrote
Logan
Battle
Tuell

4

2

0

0

12

3.0

5 0 5 18 16
3 1 0 0 6 2.0
3 10 0 6 12
5 10 0 6 12
Punting
G PntBk Yds Avg
3 34 2 1,261 37.1
Interceptions
G Int Ret TD
5 6
37 0
5 2
5 0
5 1
14 0
5 1
2 0

VCU. EMC. Howard. TowsonSt through
Saturday, Home.
Saturday
Equestrian — Hollins College, Away.
Field Hockey — Round Robin
Tournanmeot, Home.
Volleyball - JMU Invitational, Home
Men's Tennis — Quadrangular Meet,
Home
Cross Country — State Meet, Away.
Football — Salisbury St.. Home, 2:00
p.m.
Soccer — VMI. Home, 7:30p.m.
Sunday
Intramurals — Basketball
championship, gymnasium, 8:00p.m.

5.2

Yds
241
171
Avg
13.6
11.3

told him to cut down on the
distance a little and run
harder, that might have made
the difference.'
Ferguson feels he also
helped himself by dropping
twelve pounds from his 5' 11
frame over the summer.
There is only one dark
cloud on Ferguson's running
horizon as he sees it. "It's too
bad to think that in your whole
college career you'll never
ha ve a shot at first place in the
state. Tuwei is out of our
class- he shouldn't even be
running with us," Ferguson
lamented.
Tuwei, a Kenyan with
world-class times in the
steeple-chase, took first place
in the Richmond-.JMU meet
last
week,
shattering
Ferguson's course record by
almost one and a half minutes.
Still, Ferguson's lonely,
exacting training schedule
has led him to a surprisingly
high status among the state's
distance runners, particularly
for a non-scholarship athlete.
Barring injury, Witt sees
only
improvement
in
Ferguson's running future.
"All those miles he's put in
over the last few years are
beginning to pay off-that
background he's built up will
benefit him through his entire
career."

"Welcome JMU
Students"

Today

Rushing
G Ca YdsTD Avg Yd-G
5 8? 302 0 3.7 60.4
3 61 266 1 4.4 88.7
4 54 81 2 13 17.0
2 11 30 0 2.7 15.0
5 20 26 0
Passing

70 0 14.0
39 0 1.1
28 0 8 7
21 1 10.S

JMU Sports This Weekend

Football Leaders

Hast
Harris
Bowers
Beer
Hutson

5 5
5 4
S3
S 2

Knox

Soccer Leaders

Tuwei from the University of
Richmond and Chris Fox from
the University of Virginia.
As for the competition from
his teammates Ferguson
said."I've been lucky to stay
number one so far. Greehan
(senior Mike Greehan, last
year's number one runner) is
running better now, and
(sophomore Mike) Bensnoff
beat me at Lynchburg. From
now on it could be any one of
us."
Ferguson's arrival as the
current leader among JMU
distance runners is the result
of several years labor. His
stoic, solo training began at
Appamatox
High School
where the track program was
almost nonexistent.
JMU
cross country coach Ed Witt
relates bow Ferguson came to
his attention when he ran a
4:25-mile "with really no one
to train with. That proved his
willingness to work," Witt
commented.
For the past two years,
Ferguson has run at least six
miles daily on his own, in
addition to the team workout.
The difference this season is
that his daily 12-18 miles is
clipped off at a harder pace.
"He might actually have
hurt his performance in track
last year be running so much
slow distance," Witt said. "I

Women's Golf — State Tournament,
through Sunday, Spotswood Country
Club, Home.
Women's Tennis — Life-Garfinkel's
Classic, Away.
Field Hockey — Round Robin
Tournament with Appalachian St.
Bishop Otter, Washington Club, Home.
Men's Tennis — Quadrangular Meet,
through Sunday with Washington & Lee,
William & Mary, and George Mason.
Home.
Women's Cross Country — William l
Mary, Maryland, VPI. George Mason,
Home.
Volleyball — JMU Invitational with

IA HACIENDA
Finest Mexican ft American Food

JO-Grocery

W OFF Any Combination Plate

MP^'' ''Snacks/ Soft Drinks

ndxt to Cam pun on Main St,
• Special prices on Wartyi Beer*

2.

J

Mexican and American Beer
Mtirt 11-11 Fri-Sat 11-11 Rt.11 U<% Narrisobir) ft Station Oslf

PRE-GAME
¥¥¥ BOOST****

Sat. Oct. 15th 12:00-1:30

Valley Sports :
Center, Inc. •

Duke's Grill before
Salisbury
State game

107 E. Water St.
434-6580

ALL BOOSTER
CLUB MEMBERS

R
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I
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Plus selected group of
Warm Ups $9.95
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TYPING
Call Mrs. Price
14 years
Experience

Kiser named All-America archer

Rick Kiser of Harrisonburg
has been named to the
National Archery Association
<NAA> All-America archery
team for 1977.
A sophomore at James
Madison University, Kiser is
one of 12 archers to receive
All-America honors. He was
named to the six-man alter-

75* a 80'/page

F*«'

nate All-America team,

Kiser
division

won the men's
of the Virginia

collegiate archery tournament last spring and
finished third in the 1977
Eastern Regional Archery
Tournament. He also placed
15th at the NAA Collegiate
Tournament which was held
at James Madison University
last May. In addition, Kiser

■*J
Dejicious Sandwiches
for Take-Out Or
Enjoyment in
Spanky's Club Room

finished 16th among collegiate
archers at the 1977 U.S. Indoor
Archery Championships

Homecoming

honors.

Golfers host state
(Continued from Page 15)
Colleen
McCarthy
and
Michielle MacKall have not
had many opportunities to

roil
New York Style
PIZZA
2<r off

60 W. Water St. Harrisonburg
Open: Mon - Sat 8/\M to 1 AM
Sun 10 AM to 1 AM

Kiser is the third JMU
archeCand the second area
archer to receive All-America

FOR STUDENTS ON PIZZA
PIES AND SANDWICHES
,„ WITH JMU I.D.

(Good Mon.-Thurs.Only)
Sun.-thurs.
11AM-12 midnight
Fri.-Sat.
11 AM-1AM
778 E. Market
Fast Carry Out

play competitively, said
O'Donnell.
AH players
practice hard and should
improve greatly as more
experience is gained.
An 18 hole match, open to
all state college and university students, will be held
Friday, determining individual medalist. There will
be 22 participants from five
schools.
O'Donnell is disappointed
with the turn out this year. She
attributed the lack of interest
to understaffed athletic
departments and unset
budgets.
The team championship
takes place Saturday and
Sunday, with 18 holes of play
on each day. All schools may
enter an unlimited number of
golfers, but only the top four
scores count. The team with
the lowest stroke total will be
awarded the state crown.

ANOTHER PROGRAM BOARD PRESENTATION!

larters
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Get Ready
For
Homecoming
NOW
While The
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Modern man eats wrong things
(AP)--A Texas A-and-M
University scientist is convinced that modern man is
doing a lot of wrong things, as
far as eating is concerned.
Dr. Vaughn Bryant says, in
fact, that we'd be a lot better
off if we followed the diet of
prehistoric man.
Bryant has spent the past
several years collecting
petrified human waste at
archecJogical digs and taking
the material to his lab to
determine the food eaten by
those short, stoop-shouldered,
bandy-legged people who once
roamed the earth.
Undigested seeds and
bones that have been found
give clues to the types of food
eaten by ma> as many as 400
thousand years ago.
Bryant,
who is
a
paleobotanist, decided to try
the prehistoric diet
One
reason for this, he said, was to
try to remove some of the flab
gathering around his middle
from sitting behind a desk and
eating ton much junk food.
He adn.its he bypassed the
lizards and rats-but he did eat
a lot of bulk, plus protein
coming mostly from fish. The
menu a " included turnips, a
plant called jimaca, some
cactus pads, berries, honey
and fruits.
The professor lost 20
pounds in less than four
months and says he has never
felt better.
One of his graduate
students existed one week on
the pure prehistoric diet. She
admitted the food was bland,
but it did not hurt her and she
came out as healthy, if not

healthier, than before, Bryant
said.
The research work now is
centered in a dig in southwestern Texas. Skeletal
remains indicate the people
who once lived in the arid
region were healthy, despite
the hardship of existence and
the absence of medical attention.

According to Bryant, the
people led an active life. They
had to in order to survive and
they ate a well-balanced diet.
"There was something in man
to seek out the types of food
his body needed. That is,
before he was lured by the
fancy displays in the grocery
stores and the easily available
junk foods."

ft. (NllMAJNtMNl AMUStMlM CO

±Trr Us You'll Like Us

WAYLON JENNINGS
AND THE WAYLORS
SPECIAL GUEST

JESSI COLTER
FRI OCT 21 8 pm

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
$7.50 $6.50 All Seats Reserved
SAUM-IOANOMVMUYCWlCCfNTH 'O SO' MIS 1- (M V«GlNIA J4I1J
Cf«'i''lDCM|C*S* MONF'O»0MS CS*
{NClOSt S£l'ADOMSSEDS:A/*1Df NVl.O«
CAU }s9f ]|7 fO» iNfO«MAT!ON

ROANOKE COUNTY

IVIC CENTER.

TDK SAC 90
lOPakList $48.80

SALE $36.00
Lifetime Warranty
:

&&*

APPEARING at the

IM. mni~+miff 1723

NM

Elbow Room, Tonight Oct. 14

Dorryl Rhoodes 4 The HaHavishnu Orchestra. Also
Tundra. Who is Darryl Rhoades & HaHavishnu
Orchestra?
...A musicomic group of often dazzling abilities,

"Phfkf, ArrN mr

.... 'Considered to be the most inventive and creative
group to come out of Atlanta/ JMkw Rwtt* By Jeff
Cochran
_....Drawing enthusiastic responses from overflow
audiences.
[..:'/■'■
„..Received good press from such National magazines
as Oui, The Music Gig andWaurus Tit ftEKMI OPEN tOOtj
Apt* ♦, 1174 And APPEARING Oct. 18 - The Good Humor
Band from Richmond, VA.

DISCOUNT
CAMERA
SHOP
ONE DAY PICTURE

PROCESSING SERVICE
•EXCEPT WEEKENDS\All Types Batteries Films Flashbulbs
\NIKON KODAK CANON-VIVITAR
OL YMPUSPENTAXYASHICA
HANIMEX-POLAROID CAMERAS
Complete Darkroom Supplies
lALL AT

Phone 434-8272

UNIVERSITY
MARKET
Hardy Party Store
• Old Milwaukee

12oz. 6 pack $1.45
• Pobst B^je Ribbon
12oz. 6 pack $1.45
•Schmidt $1.39
• Falstaff: Lucky Lager $ 1.29
• Old Mill and Pabst Blue
Ribbon long necks $5.09
plus deposlf

Register now for three
eases of Michelob to
celebrate Homecoming
Oct. 29.
Drawing will br Oct. 29, 5 p.m.
Ope* 7 dap a wwfe

434-918?

gCPB BILLBOARD

Gene
Wilder

■MM

Madeline
Kahn

KKDVQBfc
Marty
Feldman

Dom DeLuise Leo McKern

FILMS INCORPORATED

,ABBOTT
and
3 COSTELLO

•tainy

THEATRE

Sat. Oct. 15th
730&9:30 P.M.

$.75 with ID

Fri. Oct. 14th
7:30 P.M.
$.75 with ID

A SPECIAL JMU HOMECOMING APPEARANCE

THE MARSHALL TUCKER BAND
*-
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Classifieds
For sale
RACQUET REPAIRS:
Tennis-Squash-Racquetball
work done on all racquets
From
restringing
to
regripping. the "Racquet
Doctor" is always equipping.
For low prices and swift
service, contact the "Racquet
Doctor" at 4516.

DOONESBURY
MR. TREVOR, WHAT EXACTLY
mt£ THE TERMS OF THE ORIGINAL ESTATE? ufistrr JACKJE
i PROVIDED WITH 4250,000A
I YEAR, INCLUDNG *50,000
FOR HER WO CHILDREN BY
JFK?

By Garry Trudeau

YES, BUT AFTER TAXES, THAT
REALLY WAS NOT NEARLY
AS MUCH AS IT SOUNDS,
PARTICULARLY IN REGARDS
TO HER CHILDREN! I

AND REMEMBER, THOSE
FIGURES WERE SET IN 1968!
IN TERMS OF 1977 BUYING
POWER, *250,00O IS JUST
NOT MEANINGFUL/

LOOK 00 YOUHAVE
ANY CEA HOW MUCH
IT COSTS THESE DAYS
TO PREPARE A KJD
TO BE A KENNEDY?
\

TECHNICS SL23 TURNTABLE, cartridge and needle.
All in very good condition.
Contact John at 433-8660.
TEAC
4010S
REEL-TOREEL: 4-track, 2-channel.
Automatic reverse, 3 forward
speeds. Less than 1,000 tTours
use. Originally $750; need
$250 High quality sound. 4348211.

MARK, 1SHOULOADDPAREN
THETICALLY HERB THAT IN
COMPUTING MRS. ONASSIS'S
NEEDS, I HAD TO BE MINDFUL
OF HER ABIDING GENEROSITY!

\

MRS. 0NASSS HAS ALWAYS Cl
BEEN ACTIVE IN NUMEROUS
CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS,
AND U/AS ONE OF THE EARLIEST BACKERS OF THE "SAVE
GRAND CENTRAL STATION"
MOVEMENT!,

SCUBA
DIVING
DISCOUNTS, Rental, Rock
Shop, Blue Ridge Dive and
Craft Shop. 1726 Allied Street,
Charlottesville. Hours 1-5 Sat.
and Sun. Phone 804-293-6984.

Wanted
ADDRESSERS WANTED
IMMEDIATELY! Work at
home-no experience
necessary-excellent pay.
Write American Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 269, Dallas
Texas 75231.

MRTREV0R, WEREALL WELL, NO,
TOUR REASONS FOR I'LL HAVE
SEEKJUG SO LARGE TOADMIT1D
I A SETTLEMENT AS ONE SOME 1
PRAGMATIC ASTHE WHAT MORE
I CHILD SUPPORT? EMOTIONAL
L ONE.,

AS YOU MAY HAVE READ, MRS.
ONASSIS'S JOB AT VIKING
PRESS IS W9*y IMPORTAHTTO
HER! NO ONE TREATS HER DIFFERENTLY THERE, AND THAT
MEANS A GREATDEALTOHER'

/N FACT, I WOULD VENTURETO
SAY THAT THAT UTTLE BOOK
COMPANY PROBABLY MEANS
MORE TO HER THAN ALL
THE TEA IN GREECE!

SO ANYWAY,
WEFELTSHE
SHOULD BE IN
A POSITION
TO BUY IT!

\

HELP WANTED:
Lead
carpenter with tools, full or
part time. Must be able to do
kitchen trim, light wiring and
plumbing hook-ups. Call 6470

Activities
DISCO: There will be a disco
Friday from 8 to midnight in
the WCC ballroom featuring
"Sounds of Thunder." Admission is 75 cents. The dance
in sponsored by CEC.

WENDEL-KENNETH: Holy
sinus, big fella! Remember:
Tonight is not a school nightso do a little pump, get down
tonight!

Got a mestage you want to get to your
favorite goblin? The Breeze will
feature a special

Personal
SCURVY-DOG: Do you study
any more? Are the colors
nice? Lets dodots at Home C.
Heathen-Dog.
SCOTT-BOB: Sorry about all
your troubles. I know the
trike is a hastle, sorry if I
failed you. I'll help you with a
schedule. BINGA!!
C. COLEMAN. Been away,
haven't seen you in a while
How've you been, have you
changed your style? Do you
think we've grown up differently? You don't seem the
same. Seems you lost your
feel for me...There's only you
and me, and we just disagree.
PAG

OIGI: I want your help with
Physics! You know, getting a
feel for celestial bodies
LATE -FOR-LAB
MIN: Happy Anniversary.
What a Great Year* From
AWB 'til now and everything
in between. I love you. Best
wishes for many more. Love,
Pee Wee.

DEAR H.P. SMITH: The kids
say "hello" and we all love
you real big! yours forever,
HP. PS. Did Dallie notice?

HALLOWEEN PERSONALS page
In the Oct. 28 issue,
for .50

LICKEN: I hope your burfday is wonderful, cuz you're
the cutest one.

first 25 words

Send one to the one you

find haunting...
DEADLINE OCT. 18, 3 p.m.

•BEETLE
EYES":
Whenever I see your smiling
face, I have to smile myself-" cause I love you...'two years
of "best buddies" behind us,
may this year be even better.
Happy 21st b'day. Now that
you're legal, will it still be
fun? As Capt. Douglas says,
"Where wilUt alLehd?" Your
" Friend" and S.L.-Nerdess.
PS You'll love the Rebel
Yell! Let the good times roll.

WITTLE
I
WINSTAUNTON -OCTOBER
nth: Happy b'day Ike and
Red" (Burton).
Have a
Gommbay birthday and year.
Buy a pina cholada for melegally. CUBE
DEAR MIC: Now I know
what they mean by the "luck
.of the Irish." Wow. Don't
worry. I won't tell anyone
about your crabs. The WOP
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